
AIR WEEK: EPISODE # DESCRIPTION

09/11/23

27 - The One With The Cement Torture 

Chamber

Escape artist and America’s Got talent sensation Spencer Horsman, in the remote and 

dry California desert, will try and execute Harry Houdini’s Water Torture Escape with one 

added and very dangerous change. Instead of water, Horsman will be submerged in quick 

drying cement in which every second is essential to avoid certain death.

09/18/23

28 - The One With The Most Dangerous 

Stunt Ever

Escape Artist extraordinaire, Jonathan Pendragon literally puts himself in the line of fire in 

what is without question the most dangerous, and quite often deadliest, feat anyone has 

ever attempted-the bullet catch!

09/25/23

29 - The One That's Faster Than a Speeding 

Bullet

Illusionist extraordinaire, Jonathan Pendragon after several hours of preparation and 

inner resolve will add a new twist on the bullet catch as he will be outside in the natural 

elements with a military sharp shooter using an AK-47.

10/02/23 30 - The One With The Blindfolded Drive

Magician Murray SawChuck takes the ultimate thrill ride blindfolded while driving through 

Mulholland Drive’s Dead Man’s Curve relying on instinct alone. But will he push himself 

and his passengers past the point of no return?

10/09/23 31 - The One With The Giant Spike Stunt

Illusionist and escape artist Michael Turco takes the cup and spike street challenge to a 

larger than life-sized level by hurtling himself from two stories high onto four covered beds 

in separate jumps in which one is a bed of nails and would certainly result in death. The 

witnesses choose his fate. Let’s hope they choose well!

10/16/23 32 - The One Entombed In Ice

In Budapest, David Merlini attempts the most scientifically challenging escape yet that 

includes being fastened in a straightjacket while enduring the pain of simultaneously 

being instantly frozen in a solid block of ice.

10/23/23 33 - The One With The Shredder

Escape artist John Gabriel throws himself shackled into the mouth of madness as a 

conveyor belt slowly takes him to his imminent demise of being eaten alive! Will he 

survive?

10/30/23 34 - The One With The Barrel of No Laughs

Jonathan Pendragon tests the limits of his endurance both through mind and body as he 

faces a series impossible challenges set forth by witnesses before him that includes 

escaping from the inside of a padlocked barrel that happens to be inside a locked jail cell.

11/06/23 35 - The One With The Refrigerator

Franz Harary, in China where authorities will allow any crazy stunt imaginable, attempts to 

escape from inside a locked freezer as it is hurtled into a hundred foot drop ravine!
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2023 - 2024 Episode Synopsis

Street Magic



11/13/23 36 - The One with the Locked Safe

Escape artist Michael Griffin is locked and handcuffed inside a small safe and must 

escape from the inside before he suffocates

11/20/23 37 - The One with the Skin Peeling Acid Bath

Murray SawChuck submerges himself handcuffed into a rusty barrel of hydrochloric acid 

which deteriorates the skin in ten minutes if he cannot escape.

11/27/23

38 - The One with the Straitjacket and Set 

On Fire

David Merlini attempts a twist on Houdini’s upside-down straitjacket escape except this 

time engulfing fire is involved.

12/04/23 39 - The One with the Speeding Motorcycle

Michael Griffin is shackled in the path of an oncoming motorcycle at 60 MPH. The twist is 

that neither the rider nor Griffin can see the other in order to gauge how much time to 

impact.

12/11/23 40 - The One with a Car on a Crane

Brandy LaPlante will have just over one minute to get out of her restraints as she sets out 

to be the first woman ever to attempt the insane car drop escape hopefully succeeding 

before she is crushed to death!

12/18/23

41 - The One with Pickup Trucks and the 

Human Wishbone

Michael Turco tries to turn an age-old method of torture-being drawn and quartered-into 

an escape that, if he fails, will literally tear him apart!

12/25/23 42 - The One with the Cave Explosion

Farrel Dillon turns the sport of surfing into an aquatic nightmare escape in which one 

wrong move results in serious injury or even drowning!

01/01/24 43 - The One with Water Torture

Then, Jonathan Pendragon descends into the dark side of a torturous escape by being 

water

boarded as he tries to free himself of his chains. Can he do it before it’s too late?

01/08/24 44 - The One Buried Alive

David Merlini attempts to escape an early grave by adding an even more dangerous 

element to the glass coffin escape that killed escape artist Joe Burris thirty years ago.

01/15/24 45 - The One with the Crushing Barrels

Franz Harary uses some heavy duty machinery and to push himself to the limit as he’s 

strapped

to a forklift charging into the side of a vintage travel trailer.

01/22/24

46 - The One with the Deep Freeze and 

Trunk Explosion

Murray SawChuck turns a classic mobster hit into the escape challenge of his career as 

he is locked in a trunk of a car set to explode with no way to stop it!

01/29/24 47 - The One with the Grinding Machine

Jonathan Pendragon tests the limits of his endurance both through mind and body as he 

faces a series impossible challenges set forth by witnesses before him. Then, John 

Gabriel throws himself into the mouth of madness as a conveyor belt slowly takes him to 

his imminent demise of being eaten alive! Will he survive?

02/05/24 48 - The One with Danger Under Water

Michael Griffin ups the ante to a level yet to be attempted in which he must unshackle 

himself underwater while a spear gun is set to fire at his heart within moments! Plus 

Murray SawChuck, bounded, bagged, and dropped to the bottom of a pool.



02/12/24 1 - The One That Goes Through Glass

Nathaan Phan vanishes a cell phone only to have to retrieve it from a nearby toy machine 

encased in glass. Trigg Watson does amazing 3D magic with his tablet. Titou makes 

cards appear from the craziest of places. Sean Kanan from Bold and The Beautiful keeps 

losing his coins, Matthew Teague levitates a card and sends it across the courtyard, and 

Michael Grandinetti does an amazing levitation on Hollywood Boulevard completely 

surrounded by stunned witnesses!

02/19/24

2 - The One With George Washington's 

Black Eye

No smoke, no mirrors, no trap doors! This episode highlights the most amazing stage 

magic brought to the hard streets while completely surrounded by unassuming 

bystanders on Hollywood Boulevard and at Universal CityWalk. Also, Karrueche Tran 

goes from red to blue, Kyle Marlett gives George Washington a black eye, and Stephanie 

Jayne astounds Londoners above the Thames River.

02/26/24 3 - The One Burned Into The Back

Morgan Strebler better not blink while some lady pulls an object out from the bottom of his 

eye. Also, Rajan shows us his version of three card monty by Big Ben in London, Simon 

Pierro makes real objects materialize from his tablet, Johnny Ace Palmer gives Charo 

something to “cuchi-cuchi” about, while Angela Funovits leaves a burning impression that 

witnesses won’t soon forget!

03/04/24 4 - The One With The Lottery Ticket

Our incredible street magicians take the art of card magic to a whole new level of 

incredible! Simon Pierro drives Scorpion star Ari Stidham to his wits’ end while on the 

other side of town Kyle Marlett adds a little extra sweetness to Housewives of Orange 

County star Gretchen Rossi. Plus, Trigg Watson shows us some quick fashion tips, Kevin 

Viner picks the winning lottery numbers, Tom Burgoon’s disappearing ink and Michael 

Grandinetti gets singed!

03/11/24 5 - The One With the Ghost of Edgar Bergen

Simon Pierro works more of his techno magic on Scorpion star Ari Stidham. Plus, 

Matthew Teague has fun with fruit at LA’s Farmer’s Market, Nathaan Phan materializes 

cards in the oddest of places, magic’s craziest magician Ed Alonzo channels a celebrity 

ghost to amaze a few baffled tourists on Hollywood Boulevard, Joel Ward does 50 

shades of rope magic, Suzanne shows two women how disappearing ink really works, 

Chris Oberle’s stupefying bar code mentalism, and Murray SawChuck wants to make 

sure you’re getting the most out of your veggies!



03/18/24 6 - The One With The Bag Of Broken Glass

Angela Funovits freaks out 2 Broke Girls star Matthew Moy with her extraordinary powers 

of mind reading. Also, Chipper Lowell puts his trust into the public into not getting 

lacerated, Titou bringing an amazing illusion live to Universal CityWalk, Kevin Viner turns 

paper into technology, Karl Hein proves he’s can quadruple your cash in mere seconds, 

and Morgan Strebler, in broad daylight surrounded by Hollywood tourists rises floats 

above the sidewalk!

03/25/24

7 - The One With The Needle Through The 

Hand

Jonathan Pendragon shows international superstar Ronn Moss his “feet” of magic! Plus 

Trigg Watson and his tablet of wonder turns images into reality, Eric Ross actually shoves 

a needle through his hand, Michael Turco re-creates the daily news, Rich Manley leaves 

a burning impression and Michael Grandinetti levitates himself over Hollywood Boulevard 

completely surrounded by a hundred witnesses.

04/01/24 8 - The One with the Blindfolded Knife Throw

Nathaan Phan stupefies actress and musician Alicia Witt with his magical knowledge of 

music. At CityWalk, Ed Alonzo puts a scare into an unwitting subject with his “skill” of 

knife throwing. Titou vanishes a wine bottle and Darryl Davis is all about the ring!

04/08/24 9 - The One Where Time Stands Still

Ed Alonzo gives Criminal Minds star Joe Mantegna a pasta surprise at his restaurant 

Taste Chicago while Pendragon lasers True Blood’s Carolyn Hennesy in two! Plus, 

Chipper Lowell’s poker chips premonition, Morgan Strebler finds new ways to recycle 

bottles, and Michael Grandinetti amazes a young lady with the power of his mind.

04/15/24 10 - The One With Vicki from The Love Boat

Kyle Marlett amazes Jill Whelan with some incredible Love Boat magic that defies all 

logic! Pendragon completely flabbergasts Ronn Moss with one of the most amazing tricks 

ever to be seen. Plus, Michael Turco freaks outs a couple of tourists with his levitating 

cards. Murray SawChuck heads to Hollywood Boulevard and gets three for the price of 

one. Nathaan Phan demonstrates his foolproof method for solving the Rubik’s Cube in 

mere seconds! Matthew Teague reveals his special hiding place while Nathan Gibson 

impresses four beautiful girls with his personal texting service. Finally, the cracked mind 

of Draven goes back in time to find the right card!

04/22/24 11 - The One With the Arm Slicing Machine

Things get a little fishy with comedian Margaret Cho as Ed Alonzo decides to show how 

sharp blades really can be. Earlier, Alonzo grossed out the people with an eye popping 

trick. Then, Titou closes down Hollywood Boulevard for a sandwich break-and one 

amazing illusion, Greg Gleason likes to explode soda cans, but not in a way anyone 

would expect while Karl Hein does the most unbelievable double play not to be missed. 

Plus, Darryl Davis has a psychic read-a- long and Michael Grandinetti shows his razor 

sharp wit at Universal CityWalk. Finally, Kevin Viner puzzles his audience with his 

knowledge of the solar system.



04/29/24 12 - The One With the Cups and the Spike

Murray SawChuck hides objects in plain sight, Jonathan Levit stupefies Scandal ’s 

George Newbern with a mind-blowing hopping card trick, Nathan Gibson adds a little 

spike to his punch, and Rich Manley with some cool card maneuvers. Plus Joel Ward’s 

money from nothing.

05/06/24 13 - The One With the Bear Trap

Morgan Strebler gets some serious blisters on his fingers with this burning trick. At 

CityWalk, Jonathan Pendragon finds a beautiful assistant in the strangest of places, John 

George with his traveling card trick, followed by Kyle Marlett using napkins and markers 

with Michael Nouri to do some unbelievable mentalism. Plus, Chipper Lowell risks losing 

a hand if he guesses a card incorrectly, Draven mind fuses a couple of objects, while 

Trigg Watson shows his seasonal skills with cups of water. Finally, Michael Turco shows 

us some special sandals and Tom Burgoon has fun with magical dots!

05/13/24 14 - The One That Exposes the Trick

Kevin Viner pulls a switch on an unsuspecting tourist on Hollywood Blvd. In London, 

Rajan shows his unusual coin counting method while Karl Hein freaks out Liv and Maddie 

star Jessica Marie Garcia with an astounding Rubik’s Cube manipulation. Simon Pierro 

uses digital technology in one of the amazing revelations ever recorded and Michael 

Turco goes old school in the round to show his magic uses no smoke, mirrors or trap 

doors…but with an even greater twist! Matthew Moy of 2 Broke Girls meets up with 

Angela Funovits to see if he can figure out that which defies all logic, Rich Manley 

doubles his pleasure and Murray SawChuck has a ball!

05/20/24 15 - The One Where He Went Through Steel

Titou gets his spirit in a balloon and Jonathan Pendragon takes his most famous stage 

illusion and brings it to the street before the gathering crowd. Kyle Marlett has an 

interesting encounter with 2 Broke Girls co-star Jonathan Kite that features a blindfold 

and the search for a special card. Plus Nathaan Phan has a big mouth, Michael 

Grandinetti uses heavy steel in one amazing 360 illusion while Trigg Watson punks a few 

unsuspecting ladies with some technological grocery shopping techniques and Chris 

Oberle suspends gravity.

05/27/24 16 - The One Where Tom Cruise Appears

Joel Ward finds new ways to environmentally dispose of used coffee cups, Kevin Viner 

shakes things up with Whose Line is it Anyway co-star Colin Mochrie , and Greg Gleason 

takes it to the middle of Hollywood Boulevard with an all-time Houdini classic with a twist. 

In London, Richard Pinner from the River Thames boardwalk does an amazing invisible 

card trick while in Los Angeles Jeff Black triples his difficulty by attempting to get one 

answer by reading three minds. Rich Manley turns his cell phone into a pay phone, Karl 

Hein finds his coins in the strangest of places and Nathan Gibson tries to impress some 

beautiful girls with the power of his mind.



06/03/24 17 - The One Where Cola Turns to Coffee

With no traps, smoke or mirrors, Titou dazzles a surrounding crowd at Universal CityWalk 

with an amazing illusion. In London, Rajan proves he has second sight while in Hollywood 

Nathaan Phan does something that is out of sight! Kyle Marlett meets up with comedian 

Heather McDonald for an afternoon coffee-made Kyle’s way-while discussing money 

matters. Lefty takes cutting the cards to a new level of impossible. Scott Penrose puts his 

special take on a classic rope trick, Suzanne plays it up on Venice Beach, Trigg Watson 

uses real credit cards and driver’s licenses in an unbelievable telepathic display of 

physics. Finally Draven has a piece of corn in his sight!

06/10/24

18 - The One With the Sword Swallowing 

Balloon Buster

Ed Alonzo takes his props to the street, Nathan Gibson shows how he goes fishing, and 

Michael Grandinetti attempts to reduce a woman to the size of a basketball in an amazing 

360 illusion. Joel Ward has his clothing designer pick the right card, Suzanne does some 

Band-Aid magic that every mom could use, and Rich Manley baffles True Blood’s Carolyn 

Hennesy with an amazing plastic bag trick not to be missed! Plus, Chris Oberle shows 

how to stretch his money to get the most out of and Michael Turco has an unusual 

method when consuming beverages.

06/17/24 19 - The One With Two Rings

In London, Richard Pinner does an impossible card vanishing trick. Jeff Black defies the 

laws of gravity before actress and singer Chrissie Fit, Darryl Davis mind-melds with four 

witnesses for one amazing result, Nathaan Phan has fun with table that just won’t stay 

grounded, and Rajan performs an egg classic. Plus, Kyle Marlett’s balloon magic, Laura 

London reveals the secret to a great card trick, and Kevin Viner “rings” in some great 

sleight of hand.

06/24/24 20 - The One that Broke the Phone Code

Stephanie Jayne does an electrical wire transformation to reveal the exact card selected. 

Ed Alonzo shows Ray Donovan co-star Skyler Shaye that he can be a real “tool” -in the 

best way possible while Laura London on the River Thames uses her telekinetic power in 

a most amazing revelation! Michael Grandinetti finds new ways to separate his money 

while Kevin Viner shows his unique way to reset cell phone pass codes with foreign 

tourists. Morgan Strebler performs a classic, Michael Turco has an extremely perceptive 

drawing pad when selecting the right card, and Scott Penrose shows amazing dexterity in 

something you have to see to believe!

07/01/24 21 - The One With the Magic Television

Rajan shows amazing quick moves in London. Titou is the “jack” of all trades, Pendragon 

astounds Ronn Moss with a coin and two drinking glasses, Nathaan Phan shows his 

phenomenal version of nerdy magic with psychic Sudoku. Plus, Trigg Watson brings his 

virtual reality magic



07/08/24 22 - The One with the Freaky Stick Figures

Ed Alonzo brings his bag of tricks to the streets of Hollywood and has fun with a few 

foreign tourists, Nathan Gibson shows he’s a cut above the rest in an amazing flurry of 

card manipulation, and Titou dazzles Alicia Witt with a revelation from the future. Along 

the Thames, Laura London burns through a deck of cards while in Hollywood Morgan 

Strebler schools his subjects on a mind boggling artistic premonitions. Back in London, 

Richard Pinner puts a new “artistic” spin on a classic card trick, while Michael Grandinetti 

goes 360 with an all- time great illusion and Scott Penrose shows there are no strings 

attached!

07/15/24 23 - The One with All the Celebrities

Our special celebrity edition featuring Scorpion’s Ari Stidham, Skyler Shaye, Pitch Perfect 

2’s Chrissie Fit, Real Housewives of Orange County’s Gretchen Rossi, Joe Mantegna, 

Charo, Ronn Moss, and Karrueche Tran. Street magicians include Simon Pierro, Ed 

Alonzo, Jeff Black, Darryl Davis, Johnny Ace Palmer, Jonathan Pendragon, and Jonathan 

Levit.

07/22/24 24 - The One Seeking a Crazy Stunt

Franz Harary performs on the streets of China while trying to decide his next greatest 

escape.

07/29/24 25 - The One Tied to the Train Tracks

Franz Harary attempts the most dangerous escape of all and one in which the US 

authorities have banned us from doing –escaping the chains bound to railroad tracks in 

the face of a powerful locomotive. This is a must-see attempt that you will not soon forget!

08/05/24 26 - The One That Killed Houdini

Escape artist and America’s Got talent sensation Spencer Horsman performs a series of 

escapes while preparing for the ultimate escape in the California desert and one that was 

Harry

Houdini’s last.

08/12/24

27 - The One With The Cement Torture 

Chamber

Escape artist and America’s Got talent sensation Spencer Horsman, in the remote and 

dry California desert, will try and execute Harry Houdini’s Water Torture Escape with one 

added and very dangerous change. Instead of water, Horsman will be submerged in quick 

drying cement in which every second is essential to avoid certain death.

08/19/24

28 - The One With The Most Dangerous 

Stunt Ever

Escape Artist extraordinaire, Jonathan Pendragon literally puts himself in the line of fire in 

what is without question the most dangerous, and quite often deadliest, feat anyone has 

ever attempted-the bullet catch!

08/26/24

29 - The One That's Faster Than a Speeding 

Bullet

Illusionist extraordinaire, Jonathan Pendragon after several hours of preparation and 

inner resolve will add a new twist on the bullet catch as he will be outside in the natural 

elements with a military sharp shooter using an AK-47.



09/02/24 31 - The One With The Giant Spike Stunt

Illusionist and escape artist Michael Turco takes the cup and spike street challenge to a 

larger than life-sized level by hurtling himself from two stories high onto four covered beds 

in separate jumps in which one is a bed of nails and would certainly result in death. The 

witnesses choose his fate. Let’s hope they choose well!


